Service Portal Development
for a Pulp & Paper
Manufacturing Company
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THE CUSTOMER

The customer is one of the leading pulp and paper manufactures in
Europe and have their presence across the globe. For over two
decades, they have committed themselves to creating quality,
renewable products derived from sustainable and eco-friendly raw
materials.

SCENARIO

The customer had a licensed ServiceNow application to handle their
incident reporting and management system. In order to let the end
users access the application, they had a CMS portal that acted as the
window. They were in need of a futuristic overhaul of the CMS portal
with specific requests such as:
Re-design of the portal for better and sophisticated UX.
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Better management of the service tickets on a day-to-day basis.
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Making the portal multi-lingual (Czech, Chinese, English and
Polish) for better accessibility of their end-users across
geographies.

THE SOLUTION

Aspire Systems’ approached the client with their requirement-based
services model that promised hand-in-hand dedicated technical
support through every functional and technical hurdle. They
pitched a specific two-pronged, requirement-based approach to
upgrade the customer’s service portal.
Blue Print
Aspire’s team understood the customer’s infrastructure,
requirements and their goals for the portal. From there, the
team developed a renewed design and was sent for approval
to the customer.
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Implementation
After a few rounds of revision, the team started putting the
design in place with initial implementation efforts.

Aspire’s efforts to go the
extra-mile to create a

Based on the customer’s inputs and feedbacks, Aspire’s team agreed
not just to modify the existing CMS portal but to also design a
brand-new service portal for the customer to test. Some of the
important implementation steps were:
Knowledge Base

solid service portal for

As a first step, to address the customer’s ticket management
issues, Aspire’s team setup a ServiceNow Knowledge Base in
the portal. This opened up a whole avenue of learning and
help, with a smooth UX, for the end-users that empowered
them to operate on their own without many issues.

the customer will help
them handle their
growing user-base in
a more engaging and

The Knowledge Base was powered with diversified filters that
allowed accurate search results for customers’ generic and
specific queries.

effective fashion.
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Multi-Lingual Options
The team then redesigned the portal to include the desired
languages and refined the feature by making the navigation
easier.
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Customer Feedback System
The team built an elaborate customer feedback and redressal
system for continuous development of the entire system.
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Apart from these targeted features, the team also revamped
the process flow of the portal for much more efficiency.

RESULTS & ROI
Aspire’s solution has enabled the customer to develop a
cosy, closer ecosystem between the business managers
and their end-users with a strong feedback mechanism
for consistent growth.

Aspire’s UX improvement of the ticket management
solution has helped the customer reduced the
volume of service desk requests by 60%.

The implementation of the Knowledge Base has
increased the hit-rate of the portal by 50%.

FUTURE IMPACT

Aspire’s efforts to go the extra-mile to create a solid service portal
for the customer will help them handle their growing user-base in a
more engaging and effective fashion.

